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Brand New Book. Dorothy Kunhardt s Pat the Bunny is a children s classic, with millions of copies
sold. It s inspired numerous spin-offs for both kids and adults--but none as wickedly amusing as this
clever interactive book! Every wife, girlfriend, and woman who hopes to be one will treasure it, and
have endless fun playing with the lift-the-flap, touch-and-feel, pull tabs, and other highly designed
elements. It slyly questions who wears the pants in the family, and lets women humor their men by
removing the Velcro pants from the female figure and putting it on the male. Or, eager to have
hubby say yes to your request? Then just use the tab to make his head nod! Since all men are really
little boys at heart, what better way to celebrate (okay--roast) their peccadilloes than with a kids
book format? Pat the Husband takes amusing aim at the oddities of guys everywhere, making it the
perfect gift from girlfriend to girlfriend, as well as for bridal showers and anniversaries. Every wife
will recognize the humor in the quirky characteristics played out about husbands everywhere --and
find...
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Reviews
These sorts of ebook is the perfect publication accessible. I really could comprehended every little thing out of this created e ebook. I am very happy to
inform you that this is basically the very best ebook i actually have study within my personal life and might be he finest pdf for ever.
-- Fa via n O 'K on
Great eBook and beneficial one. Yes, it is actually play, nevertheless an amazing and interesting literature. I found out this book from my i and dad
recommended this ebook to understand.
-- Jessyca Lubowitz I
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